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How to connect samsung soundbar to vizio smart tv

There's never been a better time to buy a soundbar. Whether you've just bought a new 4K TV and need a sound system that will be the same, or you just can't stand another movie night at home with below-average sound, you'll need a soundbar to take things to the next level. Even if you haven't bought a soundbar yet, you might be wondering if your TV is
equipped for one – which is a decent question. While the answer is almost certainly yes, there is a little more to it. Here's everything you need to know about connecting and optimizing your new soundbar to upgrade settings correctly. Which ports use soundbars? Quite universally, you connect the sound bar to your TV using an HDMI cable (generally
preferred) or an optical cable, and you send digital audio from the TV. If you just bought a soundbar, these cables are usually already in the box, but some companies will be skiing on an HDMI cable. You can get an HDMI cable for about $10 and we even have a list of our favorite HDMI cables to help you shop. You don't need expensive or luxury cables,
especially when there's only a few feet running between the TV and the soundbar. Some soundbars have more than one HDMI port, but the right one to connect to the TV will have the word HDMI ARC or HDMI eARC in some form. The second HDMI port (if any) is actually for connecting video components like Blu-ray 4K player or game console, which can be
useful if you are trying to send high quality audio formats like uncompressed Dolby Atmos directly to the soundbar. Which ports does my TV have? You'll also want to see if your TV has ports that work with the sound panel. Very probably, yes, but it's better to know your situation from the very beginning. Like your soundbar, your TV should have an HDMI port
labeled ARC or Audio Return Channel, or if you have a newer TV, there may be an eARC (more on that below). If the TV is in the tooth, you will need to use the optical audio output on the back or side of the TV instead. It should have a square shape with a round flap that pushes in when the optical cable is connected, and may even have a red glow due to
the way the fiber optic cables work. Credit: Review/ Lee Neikirk The TV's optical audio port will be marked as optical audio output or digital audio output (optical). HDMI ARC/eARC is preferred over optical connectivity, not only because it allows newer TVs (around 2017 and later) to pass on advanced audio formats such as Dolby Atmos, but also because it
usually allows you to control the power and volume of the soundbar using the TV remote control - without having to program said remote control. (To do this, you may need to turn on CEC hdmi in your TV settings.) An optical audio connection can transmit 2.1 and 5.1 surround sound, but this is where it peaks. If you have a more advanced soundbar with
Dolby Atmos (which usually upfiring speakers), you will need to use HDMI ARC or eARC to function properly. Note that media devices — such as Xbox One gaming consoles — have their own optical ports, but if you're going to use an optical connection, it's better to run the soundbar directly to your TV in most circumstances. By connecting the sound panel
to the TV's optical port, you'll be able to automatically hear all your TV audio through the soundbar. What is HDMI eARC? As mentioned above, newer TVs and soundbars (often more expensive) may have hdmi eARC connections rather than just HDMI ARC. This means an improved audio return channel and is designed to provide high-quality uncompressed
audio from the TV (including Dolby Atmos) and solve all sync issues between on-screen video and sound panel audio. While eARC is becoming more common, there are really only two things you need to know when it comes to connecting a soundbar. First, improved eARC features only work if your audio system and TV support eARC. Secondly, in all other
respects, HDMI eARC should generally work in the same way as HDMI ARC. How do I know the soundbar works/is connected? In a typical case, assuming you unpacked the basic soundbar or soundbar/sub combo - such as the versatile Yamaha YAS-209 - all you have to do is connect an HDMI or (if this is not possible) an optical cable between the
soundbar and the TV and make sure the soundbar/subwoofer is plugged into an electrical outlet. In general, once you turn on the TV and soundbar, they will be connected/set up. Similarly, if the soundbar contains a wireless subwoofer, you shouldn't do anything for pairing – they should already be paired. If this is not the case, clear guidance should be
available on how to do so and/or how to solve problems. (This should also be the case with all replacement satellite speakers that come with more advanced soundbars.) When connecting via HDMI ARC/eARC, most modern TVs automatically send audio to the soundbar when the TV's internal speakers are switched off. This means, as mentioned above, you
may need to turn on HDMI CEC in settings to use the TV remote control for power and volume. If your TV offers multiple output settings such as Dolby Digital, DTS, etc., it is generally best to use auto to make the TV the best choice. When using an optical connection, the TV will often output audio automatically, but you may need to turn off the internal
speakers or simply lower the volume of the TV. Otherwise, you may experience sync problems due to a delay between the internal speaker output and the sound panel. Even if you don't, you don't really need both sources – there's a reason you bought a soundbar after all. What if I don't hear any sound when I connect? Credit: Review/Jackson Ruckar Proper
audio panel connection usually only includes connecting it and connecting it to the TV using an optical or HDMI cable. If the soundbar/sub is connected and turned on and you can't hear the sound, you might must go to the TV audio menu and switch from TV speakers to set-top box, receiver, or optical. If if still doesn't work, make sure the cable is properly
inserted into both the TV and audio panel — this will trip over more people than you might think. Sometimes, if the soundbar and subwoofer mix especially well, it will be hard to say that the submarine works. The easy thing is to tie your hand to the speaker surface during the scene with some decent bass to check if it vibrates. If so, it is synchronized and
works with the sound bar. If this isn't the case, you might need to pair it with the sound bar again — or if it has its own volume control on the soundbar remote, you might need to turn it on. Does my soundbar brand have to match my TV brand? It is understandable if you have the impression that the sound panel must be made by the same manufacturer as the
TV. Sometimes it is an advantage to say that pairing a Samsung audio panel with a Samsung TV, but outside the more complex situations of audio pass-through and/or wireless connection, almost any soundbar will work via HDMI ARC/eARC or optical connection with any modern TV. What about Bluetooth and WiFi streaming? If you want to stream audio to
the audio bar (a great bonus feature), the connection is generally quite simple, but it can vary. If your soundbar has WiFi, the operating instructions usually connect you, often through a dedicated app for your smartphone. Soundbars with smart assistants, such as Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa, often ask you to connect through these apps. Sometimes it
can be frustrating, but in general, the app should guide you through the process with a few speed bumps. After connecting, you should be able to find the soundbar in Spotify Connect settings or, if the soundbar supports AirPlay 2, apple music settings. In some cases, you may need to connect to music streaming services through a dedicated app, but this is
rare. If you connect via Bluetooth (which is generally faster but may have lower audio quality), you will usually need to start by switching the audio panel input source to Bluetooth (or BT). Next, search for the soundbar in your Bluetooth device settings and click to pair. The next time you connect, you should be able to simply switch the audio panel source to
Bluetooth or, in some cases, simply select the soundbar in your device's Bluetooth settings. Which soundbar should I buy? If you haven't bought a soundbar yet, don't worry too much about shopping. Of course we have a recommendation. If you have a larger/more luxurious 65-year-old TV, you may want to check out some of the larger/nicer soundbars, while
those on a budget may only want the most affordable bar on offer. Our rounding of the best soundbars has something for any price point or need. Several designs include the lightweight and versatile Sonos Beam, the yamaha YAS-209 above, which has lots of bells and whistles at a nice price, or a large and muscular Sonos Arc for those who want to get to
Dolby Atmos in a simple configuration. If even more affordable, check out Polk Signa 2, one of our favorite cheap bars. No matter which bar you choose, our guide should have you up and running at any time. Time.
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